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Abstract
A Pratt sequence for an n-gon consists of n distinct lines, one through each vertex of the
n-gon, which satisfy a certain cyclic product relation. If n = 3, three lines through the vertices
of a triangle form a Pratt sequence if and only if they are concurrent. The purpose of this paper
is to generalise many familiar theorems of Euclidean geometry.We show that whenever three
lines (such as the medians, angle-bisectors, altitudes, etc.) are concurrent in a triangle, then the
corresponding n lines in an n-gon form a Pratt sequence. c© 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All
rights reserved.
1. Introduction
The purpose of this paper is to state and prove generalisations to n-gons of some
properties of triangles that are familiar from high-school geometry. For example it is
well known that the altitudes of a triangle are concurrent in the orthocentre of the
triangle, but it is easy to see that, in the case of an n-gon (n odd, n> 3) the altitudes
(lines through the vertices perpendicular to the opposite sides) are not, in general,
concurrent (see Fig. 5). Here we formulate theorems which apply to many n-gons
(n>3) for which the familiar results on triangles are special cases. These theorems
use the concept of a Pratt sequence.
Pratt sequences, of which a formal denition will be given shortly, are so called
because they arise in the Pratt{Kasapi theorem and the Pratt{Wu theorem, the general
forms of which appear here as corollaries to Theorems 5 and 6. In order to introduce
our notation and terminology we begin by stating the simplest form of the Pratt{Kasapi
theorem [2, Example 81] [3, Example 2:66], see Fig. 1(a). Let P = [V0; : : : ; V4] be a
convex pentagon. For each i = 0; : : : ; 4, let mi be the line through Vi parallel to the
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Fig. 1.
chord Vi+1Vi−1 and Wi = mi \ mi−1. Then
4Y
i=0
jWiVij
jViWi+1j = 1: (1)
(Here, and throughout, we make the convention that, when discussing n-gons, all
subscripts j are reduced modulo n so that they lie in the range 06 j<n.)
The proof of the above result is extremely simple. For each i = 0; : : : ; 4 let Ui =
ViVi+2\Vi+1Vi−1, and denote by jPij the area of the parallelogram Pi=[Vi;Wi+1; Vi+1; Ui].
Then clearly jWiVij=jViWi+1j= jPi−1j=jPij, and so
4Y
i=0
jWiVij
jViWi+1j =
4Y
i=0
jPi−1j
jPij = 1;
since the areas of the parallelograms cancel.
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We make three observations. The rst is that the restriction to pentagons is unnec-
essary, and an analogous result holds for all (convex) n-gons with n>3, though the
cases n = 3 and 4 are trivial. The second observation is more signicant. Instead of
(1) we write
n−1Y
i=0
jjWiVijj
jjViWi+1jj = 1; (2)
where the double vertical lines indicate the ratio of directed lengths. This means that
we arbitrarily assign a direction to every line in the plane and then jjABjj is regarded
as positive if ~AB is in the assigned direction of the line AB, and is negative if it
is in the opposite direction. Hence, if A; B; C are distinct collinear points on a line
m; jjABjj=jjBCjj takes the same value regardless of which direction is assigned to m.
It is positive if B lies between A and C, and negative otherwise. (If single vertical
lines are used, as in jABj, the length is always taken to be positive.)
The signicance of (2) is that we can now assert that the Pratt{Kasapi theorem is
true for essentially all n-gons, and the convexity condition is unnecessary. The only
restriction we must make is that the polygon P must be chosen so that the left-hand
side of (2) is well dened and we shall tacitly assume throughout that this condition
is fullled. Specically this means that whenever a point is dened as the intersection
of two lines then these lines are not parallel, whenever a line is dened as the join of
two points then these points are distinct, and none of the denominators in (2) vanish.
Even with these restrictions P can be very general: it may be convex or non-convex,
its edges may intersect at interior points, non-consecutive vertices may coincide, edges
may overlap, etc. We shall insist, however, that no three consecutive vertices of the
polygon P are collinear. This ensures that the vertices are uniquely determined by the
lines containing the edges. In Fig. 1(b) we show an example of a non-convex hexagon
for which relation (2) holds with n= 6.
The third observation is that instead of dening the line mi as the line through Vi
parallel to Vi+1Vi−1, we can dene it as the line through Vi parallel to Vi+rVi−r where
r <n=2 is a given positive integer. Then with Wi = mi \ mi−r we assert
n−1Y
i=0
jjWiVijj
jjViWi+rjj = 1: (3)
It is convenient, and useful, to do this in spite of the fact that this generalisation
is largely illusory | it is a simple consequence of the earlier statement. If r is
prime to n then it is equivalent to applying the original result to the ‘stellated’ n-gon
Q = [V0; Vr; V2r ; : : : ; V(n−1)r]. For example if n = 5; r = 2 we obtain the result that is
illustrated in Fig. 1(c) [7, p. 205]. Here the line mi through Vi is parallel to the edge
Vi+2Vi−2 of P for each i, and (3) holds with n = 5; r = 2. If, on the other hand,
HCF(r; n) = h> 1, it is equivalent to applying the original statement to each of a
suitable set of h (n=h)-gons. As consideration of sets of polygons (instead of individual
polygons) contributes essentially nothing to the results, we nd it convenient to
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eliminate this possibility from the discussion, and will, in future, restrict r to a value
prime to n.
A product of ratios of signed lengths such as occurs on the left side of (2) and (3)
will be called a cyclic product for the polygon.
The formal denition of a Pratt sequence is as follows. Given an n-gon
P = [V0; V1; : : : ; Vn−1], a sequence of lines (m0; m1; : : : ; mn−1) is a Pratt sequence if
(a) the lines m0; : : : ; mn−1 are distinct,
(b) for each i = 0; 1; : : : ; n− 1, the vertex Vi lies on line mi, and
(c) dening Wi =mi \mi−1, the cyclic product
Qn−1
i=0 jjWiVijj=jjViWi+1jj takes a xed
value +1 or (−1)n for all choices of the n-gon P.
The order of lines in a Pratt sequence is clearly signicant, but two sequences are
identical if one can be obtained from the other by a cyclic permutation. In every case
the line mi passes through a vertex with the same subscript, and Wi is dened as the
point of intersection of mi and the line that precedes it in the sequence.
If n is odd there are two kinds of Pratt sequences | those in which the xed value
is +1 and those in which it is −1. We say that this value is associated with the given
sequence. As we shall see, these two kinds of sequences have essentially dierent
properties and for this reason, the cases in which n is odd are the more interesting.
Hence much of the following is devoted to the odd case. If n is even, every Pratt
sequence has associated value +1.
It is clear that every cyclic product is an ane invariant, but an interesting result
of Eves [5, pp. 247{248] shows that many cyclic products (such as those on the left
of (2) and (3) and that used in the denition of a Pratt sequence) are also projective
invariants.
In the next three sections we distinguish between Propositions, which are auxil-
iary results used in constructing Pratt sequences or determining their properties, and
Theorems which are statements concerning specic Pratt sequences related to a given
n-gon. Many of our results can be summarised in the following simple way. Whenever
three lines, one through each vertex of a triangle T are concurrent ( for example,
the medians, altitudes, angle-bisectors, etc.) then the corresponding lines in an n-gon
form a Pratt sequence.
Pratt sequences occur frequently throughout polygon geometry, and not just in gener-
alisations of triangle theorems. We illustrate this remark with a few additional examples
in Section 8. The nal section of the paper (Section 9) is devoted to some historical
remarks, references and general comments.
2. Basic properties
The rst proposition is fundamental. It will be used, directly or indirectly, to establish
all the theorems in subsequent sections. In the proof we make use of signed areas.
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Fig. 2.
In the case of a simple polygon P, its signed area jjPjj is dened to be positive if
its vertices are listed in a counterclockwise direction, and negative if its vertices are
listed in a clockwise direction. (When single vertical lines are used, the area jPj of a
polygon is always taken to be positive.)
Proposition 1. Let r <n=2 be a given positive integer prime to n and for each i =
0; 1; : : : ; n−1; let mi be a line through the vertex Vi of a given n-gon P=[V0; : : : ; Vn−1].
Dene the points Ui =mi \ Vi−rVi+r and Wi =mi \mi−r . Then the following equality
holds:
n−1Y
i=0
jjWiVijj
jjViWi+rjj = (−1)
n
n−1Y
i=0
jjVi+rUijj
jjUiVi−rjj : (4)
In Fig. 2 we show the case n= 5; r = 1.
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Proof. Consider the triangles [Vi;Wi; Vi−r] and [Vi+r ; Wi+r ; Vi]. Their heights are pro-
portional to jVi−rUij : jUiVi+rj and their bases [Wi; Vi] and [Vi;Wi+r] to jWiVij : jViWi+rj.
Hence, taking account of the signs of lengths and areas,
jjViWiVi−rjj
jjVi+rWi+rVijj =−
jjVi−rUijj
jjUiVi+rjj 
jjWiVijj
jjViWi+rjj : (5)
(We note that whilst this equation is clearly true if the points are arranged as in
Fig. 2, the use of directed lengths and signed areas make it universally true. In
general, once a relation is established in one case, the signs of the areas and lengths
will ‘take care of themselves’ and the relation will be true in general.)
We now take the product, from i = 0 to i = n− 1 of both sides of Eq. (5):
n−1Y
i=0
jjViWiVi−rjj
jjVi+rWi+rVijj = (−1)
n
n−1Y
i=0
jjVi−rUijj
jjUiVi+rjj 
jjWiVijj
jjViWi+rjj :
The left-hand side takes the value 1 since the areas of all the triangles cancel, and
then an easy transformation leads to equality (4).
Proposition 1 will usually be applied in the following form.
Proposition 2. Let P = [V0; : : : ; Vn−1] be an n-gon and r <n=2 be a positive
integer prime to n. If; for each i = 0; : : : ; n − 1; the line mi passes through Vi; and
Ui = mi \ Vi+rVi−r ; then
(a)
Qn−1
i=0 jjVi+rUijj=jjUiVi−rjj = 1 is a necessary and sucient condition for
(m0; mr; m2r ; : : : ; m(n−1)r) to be a Pratt sequence with associated value (−1)n; and
(b)
Qn−1
i=0 jjVi+rUijj=jjUiVi−rjj = (−1)n is a necessary and sucient condition for
(m0; mr; m2r ; : : : ; m(n−1)r) to be a Pratt sequence with associated value 1.
This proposition is an immediate consequence of (4) and the denitions.
From Proposition 2 we deduce the following: if we are given n− 1 lines of a Pratt
sequence for an n-gon, and also the associated value of the sequence, then the nth
line is uniquely determined. In particular, we have the following result.
Proposition 3. If a Pratt sequence (m0; m1; : : : ; mn−1) for an n-gon P has associated
value (−1)n; and if n − 1 of the lines mi pass through a point W; then the nth line
also passes through W.
Proof. Suppose that m0; m1; : : : ; mt−1; mt+1; : : : ; mn−1 are concurrent in the point W ,
but mt does not pass through W . Then W;Wt = mt \ mt−1 and Wt+1 = mt+1 \ mt are
three distinct points and T = [W;Wt;Wt+1] is a triangle. Since the Pratt sequence has
associated value (−1)n;
n−1Y
i=0
jjWiVijj=jjViWi+1jj= (−1)n: (6)
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But jjWiVijj=jjViWi+1jj= jjWVijj=jjViW jj=−1 whenever Wi =Wi+1 =W , and so n− 3
factors in the product on the left-hand side of (6) each takes the value −1. We deduce
jjWVt−1jj
jjVt−1Wt jj 
jjWtVt jj
jjVtWt+1jj 
jjWt+1Vt+1jj
jjVt+1W jj =−1:
By the converse of Menelaus’ theorem, applied to triangle T , this implies that Vt−1; Vt ;
Vt+1 are collinear. This is a contradiction since no three consecutive vertices of a
polygon are collinear. Hence our assumption that W;Wt;Wt+1 are distinct points was
incorrect, and since the lines of a Pratt sequence are distinct, we deduce that mt passes
through W .
The conditions of Proposition 2 are trivially satised if n=3, hence: a Pratt sequence
for a triangle; with associated value −1, consists of three concurrent lines. It seems
that there is no corresponding simple characterisation of Pratt sequences when n> 3.
3. Ceva’s theorem
A typical application of the propositions in the previous section is to Ceva’s theorem
for n-gons, which is usually stated as follows (see [11],[6, p. 260]): let n= 2s+ 1 be
odd and P = [V0; : : : ; Vn−1] be an n-gon where n = 2s + 1 is odd. Let O be a given
point in the plane not on a side of P, and for i = 0; 1; : : : ; n− 1 let the line ViO meet
Vi+sVi−s in Ui (see Fig. 3(a) for the case n= 5; s= 2). Then
n−1Y
i=0
jjVi+sUijj
jjUiVi−sjj = 1: (7)
On the other hand it is easy to see, by calculation, that the converse statement is
not, in general, true. That is, if a point Ui is chosen on each side Vi+sVi−s of
P (i=0; 1; : : : ; n−1) so that (7) holds, then it does not follow that the n lines ViUi are
concurrent, see Fig. 3(b). However it is known [10],[11], that if (7) holds and n−1 of
the lines ViUi are concurrent, then the nth line passes through the point of concurrency.
This is a consequence of the following general result.
Theorem 1 (Ceva). For i = 0; : : : ; n − 1; let the point Ui be chosen on the side
or diagonal Vi−rVi+r of an n-gon P = [V0; : : : ; Vn−1]; where r <n=2 is a positive
integer such that r is prime to n. Then a necessary and sucient condition for
(m0; mr; m2r ; : : : ; m(n−1)r) (where mi = ViUi) to be a Pratt sequence with associated
value (−1)n is
n−1Y
i=0
jjVi+rUijj
jjUiVi−rjj = 1: (8)
Proof. Part (a) of Proposition 2 tells us immediately that (8) implies (m0; mr; m2r ; : : : ;
m(n−1)r) is a Pratt sequence with associated value (−1)n.
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Fig. 3.
If n − 1 of the lines mi are concurrent, then Proposition 3 shows that the nth line
also passes through the point of concurrency as stated above. If n=3; r=1, Theorem 1
reduces to the familiar Ceva’s Theorem for triangles.
When n=2s+1 is odd, the two kinds of Pratt sequences are related in the following
way, see Fig. 3(b). For each i=0; 1; : : : ; n−1 let mi be the line ViUi and let m0i be the
edge Vi+sVi−s of P. Then (8), with s in place of r, is, by denition, a necessary and suf-
cient condition for (m00; m
0
1; : : : ; m
0
n−1) to be a Pratt sequence, with associated value 1,
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for the n-gon Q = [U0; U1; : : : ; Un−1]. But (8), with s in place of r, is, by Theorem 1,
also a necessary and sucient condition for (m0; ms; m2s; : : : ; m(n−1)s) to be a Pratt se-
quence, with associated value −1, for the n-gon P. Hence, with the above notation (n
odd): (m0; m1; : : : ; mn−1) is a Pratt sequence for P if and only if (m00; m
0
1; : : : ; m
0
n−1) is
a Pratt sequence for Q and their associated values are 1 and −1, respectively.
If a line k cuts the edge or diagonal Vi+rVi−r of the n-gon P= [V0; : : : ; Vn−1] in Ui,
where r <n=2 is a positive integer prime to n, then
n−1Y
i=0
jjVi+rUijj
jjUiVi−rjj = (−1)
n: (9)
This is the n-gonal form of Menelaus’ Theorem [6, p. 260]. If the Ui are any points
on the edges Vi+rVi−r of P such that (9) holds then points Ui are not necessarily
collinear. But if n− 1 of these points lie on a line k then the nth point lies on k also.
In any case the sequence (m0; mr; m2r ; : : : ; m(n−1)r) where mi=ViUi is a Pratt sequence
with associated value 1. This is an immediate consequence of Proposition 2(b).
4. Isogonals, altitudes and circumcircles
In this section we examine the n-gonal analogues of the orthocentre and circumcentre
of a triangle. These are related by a property known as isogonality, which is well known
for triangles, but equally relevant for the theory of Pratt sequences.
First, let us consider the altitudes of an n-gon.
Theorem 2. Let P = [V0; : : : ; Vn−1] be an n-gon and r <n=2 be a positive integer
such that 2r is prime to n. For i = 0; 1; : : : ; n− 1 dene mi to be the line through Vi
perpendicular to the side or diagonal Vi+rVi−r of P. Then (m0; m2r ; m4r ; : : : ; m2(n−1)r)
is a Pratt sequence with associated value (−1)n.
Proof. See Fig. 4. Let mi meet the (perpendicular) side or diagonal Vi+rVi−r in Xi and
the side or diagonal Vi+2rVi−2r in Ui. Let the angles between ViVi+2r and ViUi (=mi)
and between mi and ViVi−2r be denoted by i and i as shown. Then from similar
right-angled triangles we see that i = i+r for all i. (This is clearly true for the
polygon part of which is shown in Fig. 4. The following argument is true universally
if signed (directed) angles are used; angles are positive if measured couterclockwise
and negative if measured clockwise, see [9, p. 11].)
By elementary trigonometry
jjVi+2rUijj
jjUiVi−2rjj =
jViVi+2rj sin i
jViVi−2rj sini
and so
n−1Y
i=0
jjVi+2rUijj
jjUiVi−2rjj =
n−1Y
i=0
jViVi+2rj
jViVi−2rj :
n−1Y
i=0
sin i
sini
:
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Fig. 4.
This takes the value 1 since both products on the right have value 1. (For the rst,
substitute i ! i+2r in the denominator, and for the second substitute i ! i+ r in the
denominator and use i+r = i.) Proposition 2(a), with 2r written in place of r then
implies (m0; m2r ; : : : ; m2(n−1)r) is a Pratt sequence with associated value (−1)n.
If n=2s+1 is odd and r= s the theorem shows that the altitudes of an n-gon (that
is, the perpendiculars from the vertices onto the opposite sides) form a Pratt sequence
with associated value (−1)n. See Fig. 5 for the case n = 7; s = 3. Theorem 2 and
Proposition 3 imply that if n− 1 of the altitudes of an n-gon are concurrent, then the
nth altitude also passes through the point of concurrency. In particular, if n = 3, the
theorem shows that the altitudes of a triangle are concurrent.
Two lines mi and m0i through the vertex Vi of a triangle T = [V0; V1; V2] are said to
be isogonal if each is the image of the other under reection in a bisector of the angle
of T at Vi. In Fig. 6 we show pairs of isogonals m0; m00;m1; m
0
1;m2; m
0
2 for T . Equal
angles are marked. If m0; m1; m2 meet in a point X , then it is known [8, p. 153],
and easy to prove using Ceva’s theorem for triangles, that their isogonals m00; m
0
1; m
0
2
are concurrent in a point X 0 called the isogonal conjugate of X . In the case of n-gons
there is a corresponding property.
Proposition 4. Let r <n=2 be a positive integer prime to n; and (m0; mr; : : : ; m(n−1)r)
be a Pratt sequence for the n-gon [V0; : : : ; Vn−1]. For each i let m0i be the isogonal
of mi; through Vi; with respect to the triangle Ti = [Vi−r ; Vi; Vi+r]. Then (m00; m
0
r ; : : : ;
m0(n−1)r) is also a Pratt sequence for P. Both Pratt sequences have the same associated
value.
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Fig. 5.
Fig. 6.
Proof. Let mi; m0i meet Vi−r ; Vi+r in Ui and U
0
i , respectively, see Fig. 7. Then by
elementary trigonometry,
jjVi+rUijj
jjUiVi−rjj =
jViVi+rj sin i
jViVi−rj sin(i − i) ;
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Fig. 7.
where i is the angle \Vi+rViVi−r . Hence, by Proposition 2(a), the condition that
(m0; mr; : : : ; m(n−1)r) is a Pratt sequence with associated value c is equivalent to
n−1Y
i=0
jViVi+rj sin i
jViVi−rj sin(i − i) =
n−1Y
i=0
sin i
sin(i − i) = (−1)
nc:
However,
jjVi+rU 0i jj
jjU 0i Vi−rjj
=
jViVi+rj sin(i − i)
jViVi−rj sin i
and so
n−1Y
i=0
jjVi+rU 0i jj
jjU 0i Vi−rjj
=
n−1Y
i=0
jViVi+rj sin(i − i)
jViVi−rj sin i =
n−1Y
i=0
sin(i − i)
sin i
=
1
(−1)nc ;
which implies that (m00; m
0
r ; : : : ; m
0
(n−1)r) is a Pratt sequence with associated value 1=c.
The statement of the theorem follows by putting c = 1 or (−1)n.
The property of isogonal conjugacy gives an immediate proof of our next theorem.
Theorem 3. Let r <n=2 be a positive integer such that 2r is prime to n. Let
P = [V0; : : : ; Vn−1] be an n-gon. For each i = 0; 1; : : : ; n− 1 let mi be the line joining
Vi to the circumcentre of the triangle [Vi−r ; Vi; Vi+r]. Then (m0; m2r ; m4r ; : : : ; m2(n−1)r)
is a Pratt sequence with associated value (−1)n.
Proof. This follows from Theorem 2, Proposition 4, and the fact that the orthocentre
(point of intersection of the altitudes) and the circumcentre of a triangle are isogonal
conjugates [8, p. 163].
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In particular, let n = 2s + 1 be odd and P = [V0; : : : ; Vn−1] be an n-gon. For i =
0; 1; : : : ; n−1; mi is the line joining Vi to the circumcentre of the triangle [Vi+s; Vi; Vi−s],
then (m0; m1; : : : ; mn−1) is a Pratt sequence with associated value (−1)n =−1.
5. Incentres and excentres, medians and symmedians
At a vertex Vi of a polygon P=[V0; : : : ; Vn−1] there are two angle bisectors, namely
an internal bisector which separates Vi−1 and Vi+1, and an external bisector which does
not separate these two points. In the case of a triangle, the internal bisectors meet at
a point called the incentre of the triangle, and one internal and two external bisectors
meet at an excentre of the triangle. There are three such excentres which arise by
choice of the vertex at which the bisector is internal. The corresponding property of
n-gons is as follows.
Theorem 4. Let n be odd; r <n=2 be a positive integer prime to n; and
P = [V0; : : : ; Vn−1] be an n-gon. Dene mi to be a bisector (internal or external)
of the angle at Vi of the triangle [Vi−r ; Vi; Vi+r]. Then (m0; mr; m2r ; : : : ; m(n−1)r) is a
Pratt sequence with associated value (−1)n =−1 if an even number of the bisectors
are external; and 1 if an odd number of the bisectors are external.
If n is even and an even number of the bisectors are external; then (m0; mr; m2r ; : : : ;
m(n−1)r) is a Pratt sequence with associated value 1.
Fig. 8 shows two very special cases for a pentagon where (a) the ve internal
bisectors, and (b) two external and three internal bisectors, are concurrent (r = 1).
This happens if the sides of the pentagon (or sides of the pentagon extended) touch
circles, which may be called, in the cases illustrated, the incircle and an excircle of
the polygon, respectively. Note that an n-gon has at most one incircle and at most
2n−1 − 1 excircles.
Proof. See Fig. 9. Let the internal and external bisectors of the angle at Vi of the
triangle [Vi−r ; Vi; Vi+r] meet the diagonal or side Vi−rVi+r in U Ii and U
E
i respectively.
Then, by elementary geometry,
jjVi+rU Ii jj
jjU Ii Vi−rjj
=
jViVi+rj
jViVi−rj and
jjVi+rUEi jj
jjUEi Vi=rjj
=− jViVi+rjjViVi−rj : (10)
Consequently,
n−1Y
i=0
jjVi+rU i jj
jjU i Vi−rjj
=1;
where  stands for I or E. The product has positive sign if an even number of the Ui
have superscript E, that is, the number of external bisectors is even, and the negative
sign if this number is odd. The result that (m0; mr; : : : ; m(n−1)r) is a Pratt sequence with
appropriate associated value follows immediately from Proposition 2.
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Fig. 8.
If n is even and an odd number of the bisectors are external, then
n−1Y
i=0
jjVi+rU i jj=jjU i Vi−rjj=−1
and no corresponding assertion about the bisectors is possible.
If n is odd, putting r = 1 in Theorem 4 shows that the bisectors of the angles
at the vertices of an n-gon lead to many (2n) Pratt sequences, half of which have
associated value +1 and the rest have associated value −1. This is a consequence
of the fact that the ratios in (10) dier only in sign. We can express this condi-
tion by saying that the internal and external bisectors of the angle at a vertex Vi,
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together with the two sides of P incident with Vi, form a harmonic pencil [8, p. 60],
[9, p. 166]. Generally, let a; b; c; d be four lines through X . Then these form a har-
monic pencil with vertex X , if, for any transversal k (and therefore every transversal k
that does not pass through X ), their intersections A; B; C; D with k form a harmonic
range, that is, jjACjj=jjCBjj = −jjADjj=DBjj, see Fig. 10(a). This condition is written
cr(A; B;C;D) =−1, where cr means ‘cross-ratio’. By analogy, the fact that the pencil
is harmonic can be written cr(a; b; c; d) = −1. Another example of a harmonic pencil
is shown in Fig. 10(b). Here C is the mid-point of [A; B] and d is parallel to k. In this
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case we may regard the lines d and k as meeting in ‘point D on the line at innity in
the ane plane’, so here jjACjj=jjCBjj= 1 and jjADjj=jjDBjj=−1.
Proposition 5. For each i = 0; 1; : : : ; n− 1 suppose the lines mi; m0i pass through the
vertex Vi of the polygon P = [V0; : : : ; Vn−1] and let mi; m0i meet the side or diagonal
Vi−rVi+r of P in the points Ui; U 0i ; respectively. If cr(Vi+r ; Vi−r;Ui; U
0
i ) = −1 then
(m00; m
0
r ; : : : ; m
0
(n−1)r) is a Pratt sequence if and only if (m0; mr; : : : ; m(n−1)r) is a Pratt
sequence. Further; their associated values dier by the factor (−1)n.
Proof. By Proposition 2, if (m0; mr; : : : ; m(n−1)r) is a Pratt sequence with associated
value c =1, then
n−1Y
i=0
jjVi+rUijj
jjUiVi−rjj = (−1)
nc:
But, since the pencil of lines is harmonic, jjVi+rUijj=jjUiVi−rjj=−jjVi+rU 0i jj=jjU 0i Vi−rjj
and so
n−1Y
i=0
jjVi+rU 0i jj
jjU 0i Vi−rjj
= c:
Again, by Proposition 2, we deduce (m00; m
0
r ; m
0
2r ; : : : ; m
0
(n−1)r) is a Pratt sequence with
associated value (−1)nc. The converse is clearly true, and so the condition is necessary
and sucient.
In Fig. 10(b), with C as the midpoint of [A; B] and d parallel to AB, the line c is
usually referred to as the median of the triangle T = [X; A; B] that passes through X ,
and d has been called the exmedian of T through X (see [8, p. 175]). In the case
of a triangle [V0; V1; V2], the three medians are concurrent in a point M (the centroid
of T ) and it also clear that one median and two exmedians (labelled d0; d1 and d2 in
Fig. 11) are also concurrent.
In the case of n-gons we have a result which is similar to that for angle-bisectors
(Theorem 4) in that the construction yields 2n Pratt sequences.
Theorem 5. Let n be odd; r <n=2 be a positive integer prime to n and
P = [V0; : : : ; Vn−1] be a n-gon. Let mi be either a median or exmedian of the tri-
angle [Vi−r ; Vi; Vi+r] through the vertex Vi. Then (m0; mr; m2r ; : : : ; m(n−1)r) is a Pratt
sequence with associated value (−1)n = −1 if an even number of the lines mi are
exmedians; and associated value 1 if an odd number of the lines are exmedians.
If n is even and an even number of the lines mi are exmedians; then (m0; mr; m2r ; : : : ;
m(n−1)r) is a Pratt sequence with associated value 1.
Proof. Here jjVi+rUijj=jjUiVi−rjj = 1, if mi = ViUi is a median, and jjVi+rUijj=
jjUiVi−rjj = −1 if mi is an exmedian. Hence
Qn−1
i=0 jjVi+rUijj=jjUiVi−rjj = 1 and the
statement follows immediately from Proposition 2(a).
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As in the previous theorem, no assertion is possible if n is even and an odd number
of the lines mi are exmedians.
If n = 2s + 1 is odd and r = s, then the median mi of the triangle [Vi−s; Vi; Vi+s]
meets the side [Vi+s; Vi−s] at its midpoint. In this case it seems reasonable to refer
to the line mi as the median of the n-gon P through Vi, and clearly then Theorem 5
implies the following: the medians mi of an n-gon (n odd) form a Pratt sequence
(m0; ms; m2s; : : : ; m(n−1)s) with associated value (−1)n = −1. Further, if n − 1 of
the medians are concurrent, the nth median passes through the point of concurrency.
(See [10, p. 135].)
Of particular interest is the case where all the lines mi in Theorem 5 are exmedians.
We obtain the following.
Corollary to Theorem 5. Let r <n=2 be a positive integer prime to n and
P = [V0; : : : ; Vn−1] be an n-gon. Let mi be the line through Vi parallel to Vi+rVi−r .
Then (m0; mr; m2r ; : : : ; m(n−1)r) is a Pratt sequence with associated value 1.
This is precisely the Pratt{Kasapi theorem stated in the Introduction.
If n is odd, Theorem 5, like Theorem 4, leads to 2n Pratt sequences for a given
n-gon, according to the choice of median or exmedian through each vertex. We now
investigate another situation in which a simple construction applied to an n-gon leads
to 2n Pratt sequences.
A line through the vertex of a triangle which is isogonal to the median through that
vertex is called a symmedian; the line which is isogonal to the exmedian is called an
exsymmedian [8, p. 213]. In Fig. 12 we show the arrangement of lines through the
vertex Vi of the triangle [Vi−r ; Vi; Vi+r]. Dene M, S and E as the points in which
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the median, symmedian and exsymmedian through Vi cut the side Vi+rVi−r of the
triangle. With angles shown in the diagram, the median and symmedian each make an
angle  with the internal bisector; the exmedian and exsymmedian each make an angle
=2 −  −  −  = ( −  )=2 with the external bisector. In particular, we note that
the angle between the exsymmedian and the side ViVi−r of the triangle is  , that is,
the internal angle of the triangle [Vi−r ; Vi; Vi+r] at the vertex Vi+r; the angle between
the exsymmedian and the side ViVi+r of the triangle is , that is, the internal angle
of the triangle at the vertex Vi−r . We shall make use of these facts shortly.
From the properties of medians (Theorem 5) and isogonals (Proposition 4) we
deduce:
Theorem 6. Let n be odd; r <n=2 be a positive integer which is prime to n and
P = [V0; : : : ; Vn−1] be an n-gon. Let mi be either a symmedian or an exsymmedian
of the triangle [Vi−r ; Vi; Vi+r] through the vertex Vi. Then (m0; mr; m2r ; : : : ; m(n−1)r) is
a Pratt sequence with associated value (−1)n = −1 if an even number of the lines
mi are exsymmedians; and associated value 1 if an odd number of the lines are
exsymmedians.
If n is even and an even number of the lines mi are exsymmedians; then (m0; mr;
m2r ; : : : ; m(n−1)r) is a Pratt sequence with associated value 1.
As with the previous two theorems, no assertion can be made if n is even and an
odd number of the lines mi are exsymmedians.
There is a simple geometrical construction for the exsymmedian of the triangle
[Vi−r ; Vi; Vi+r]. Because of the equalities between the angles that the exsymmedian
makes with the sides of the triangle and the angles at the base of the triangle, men-
tioned above, we see that the exsymmedian is the tangent at Vi to the circumcircle C
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of the triangle. This is indicated in the diagram (Fig. 12). The symmedian also has a
simple interpretation: it is the polar line of the point E with respect to the circle C. In
other words it is the line joining the two points of contact of the tangent to C from
E. In particular, this shows that cr(Vr+1; Vr−1; S; E) =−1.
In the case r = 1 of the theorem, using all exsymmedians, we obtain:
Corollary to Theorem 6. Let P = [V0; : : : ; Vn−1] be a given n-gon and for each i
let mi be the tangent at Vi to the circumcircle of the triangle [Vi−1; Vi; Vi+1]. Then
(m0; m1; ; : : : ; mn−1) is a Pratt sequence with associated value 1.
This is the Pratt{Wu theorem, originally stated for convex n-gons, see [3].
6. Isotomy, Gergonne and Nagel points
The examples of Pratt sequences discussed in the previous sections related to prop-
erties of triangles which are familiar from elementary geometry. We now consider
some other results which are not quite so well known. These are concerned with the
Gergonne and Nagel points of a triangle. We begin by recalling the relevant
denitions. In Fig. 13 we show a triangle T=[V0; V1; V2] and its incircle which touches
the sides of T at the points Qi (i = 0; 1; 2). The three excircles touch the sides of T
at R0; R1 and R2 as shown. Then the following properties of these points are easily
established using Ceva’s theorem for triangles, see [8, p. 184], [9, p. 173].
(1) The lines V0Q0; V1Q1; V2Q2; are concurrent. The point of concurrency G is called
the Gergonne point of the triangle T .
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(2) The lines V0R0; V1R1; V2R2 are concurrent. The point of concurrency N is called
the Nagel point of the triangle T .
(3) The points G and N are isotomic conjugates. This means that, for i = 0; 1; 2, the
midpoint of [Qi; Ri] coincides with the midpoint of [Vi+1; Vi−1] or, equivalently,
jjVi−1Qijj= jjRiVi+1jj.
In extending these results to n-gons the distinction between Gergonne and Nagel points
disappears.
Let n = 2s + 1 be an odd positive integer and P = [V0; : : : ; Vn−1] be an n-gon. We
assume, to begin with, that P is convex. The general case will be discussed later. For
i= 0; 1; : : : ; n− 1 let Qi be the point of contact of the unique circle which touches the
edge [Vi+s; Vi−s] at a relatively interior point, lies on the same side of this edge as P,
and touches the sides Vi+s−1Vi+s; Vi−sVi−s+1 of P. See Fig. 14 for the case n=5; s=2.
Let Ri be the point of contact of the (unique) circle which touches the edge [Vi+s; Vi−s]
at a relatively interior point, lies on the opposite side of this edge from P, and touches
sides (extended edges) Vi+s−1Vi+s; Vi−s+1Vi−s of P. Fig. 15 for the case n= 5; s= 2.
Then the following is true.
Theorem 7. Let n= 2s+ 1 be an odd positive integer and P be a convex n-gon.
(i) With the above notation; dene mi to be the line ViQi for i = 0; 1; : : : ; n − 1.
Then (m0; m1; : : : ; mn−1) is a Pratt sequence with associated value (−1)n =−1.
(ii) If we dene m0i to be the line ViRi; then (m
0
0; m
0
1; : : : ; m
0
n−1) is a Pratt sequence
with the same associated value.
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Proof. In the proof we assume that P is oriented in such a way that the vertices
V0; V1; : : : ; Vn−1 occur in order in a counterclockwise direction. We rst prove (ii), see
Fig. 16. Let ri be the radius of the circle which touches Vi+sVi−s at Ri, and i−s be
the angle between the sides Vi−sVi+s; Vi−sVi−s+1 and the external bisector of the angle
of P at the vertex Vi−s. Then clearly
jjVi−sRijj
jjRiVi+sjj =
ri cot i−s
ri cot i+s
:
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Hence
n−1Y
i=0
jjVi−sRijj
jjRiVi+sjj = 1:
For each of the terms cot j occurs once in the numerator and once in the denominator,
and so they cancel. The statement about the Pratt sequence follows from
Proposition 2(a).
Part (i) of the theorem can be proved in a similar way, except that we must use
internal instead of external bisectors. We do not give details since each part of the
theorem can be easily deduced from the other using Proposition 6 (see below).
However, we must rst explain how Theorem 7 can be extended general (non-convex)
n-gons where n= 2s+ 1 is odd. Let P = [V0; : : : ; Vn−1]. In general, there will be four
distinct circles which touch the sides Vi−s+1Vi−s; Vi−sVi+s; Vi+sVi+s−1 of P. For each
i = 0; : : : ; n − 1 choose one of these circles, which we denote by Si with centre Oi,
in such a way that the points Oi; Vi−s; Oi+1 are collinear. The line of collinearity is,
of course, one of the two bisectors of the angle at the vertex Vi−s of the polygon P.
With the circles chosen in this way let Qi be the point of contact of Si with the edge
Vi−sVi+s and dene mi to be the line ViQi. Then (m0; m1; : : : ; mn−1) is a Pratt sequence
with associated value (−1)n =−1. The proof of this assertion follows similar lines to
the proof of Theorem 7. In Fig. 17 we show an example with n= 5; s= 2.
As before, if n − 1 of the lines mi are concurrent, then the nth line also passes
through the point of concurrency S. The point S is the analogue for n-gons of both
the Gergonne and Nagel points of triangles.
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Proposition 6. Let n = 2s + 1 be odd; and for each i = 0; 1; : : : ; n − 1; let the points
Qi; Ri on the side Vi+sVi−s of P be isotomic; that is jjVi+sQijj= jjRiVi−sjj. Writing mi
for the line ViQi and m0i for the line ViRi; (m0; m1; : : : ; mn−1) is a Pratt sequence if
and only if (m00; m
0
1; : : : ; m
0
n−1) is a Pratt sequence. Moreover both sequences have the
same associated value.
Proof. Since jjVi+sQijj= jjRiVi−sjj it follows that jjVi+sRijj= jjQiVi−sjj and hence
jjVi+sQijj
jjQiVi+sjj = 1
 jjVi+sRijj
jjRiVi+sjj ;
so that if
n−1Y
i=0
jjVi+sQijj
jjQiVi+sjj = c;
then
n−1Y
i=0
jjVi+sRijj
jjRiVi+sjj =
1
c
:
The statement of the Proposition follows immediately from Proposition 2.
7. Polygons on the sides of polygons
It is well known that if similar isosceles triangles [V0; T2; V1]; [V1; T0; V2]; [V2; T1; V0]
(with equal angles  at the vertices labelled Vi) are constructed outwards on the sides
of an arbitrary triangle [V0; V1; V2], then the lines V0T0; V1T1; V2T2 are concurrent,
see Fig. 18(a). The same is true if the isosceles triangles are constructed inwards, see
Fig. 18(b). We shall show that Pratt sequences enable us to state an analogous property
for n-gons (n> 3).
The above result for triangles is probably better known in the special case  = =3
[8, p. 218] that is, we use equilateral triangles instead of arbitrary isosceles triangles. In
this case the line segments [V0; T0]; [V1; T1]; [V2; T2] are of equal length and inclined
to each other at angles =3. However, these properties seem to have no analogues
in the case of n-gons, so from now on we shall let  take an arbitrary xed value
satisfying 0<< =2.
Theorem 8. Let P=[V0; : : : ; Vn−1] be a given n-gon; 0<r<n=2 be an integer prime
to n; and 0<< =2 be a given angle. For each i let [Vi−r ; Ti; Vi+r] be a positively
oriented isosceles triangle whose base [Vi+r ; Vi−r] is a diagonal or side of P and whose
base angles are equal to . Then writing mi for the line ViTi; (m0; mr; m2r ; : : : ; m(n−1)r)
is a Pratt sequence with associated value (−1)n. The same is true if all the triangles
[Vi−r ; Ti; Vi+r] are negatively oriented.
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Proof. See Fig. 19(a) for an example with n = 5; r = 2; P convex, negatively ori-
ented, and positively oriented triangles are used. See Fig. 19(b) for an example with
n= 6; r = 1; P non-convex and the triangles are negatively oriented.
For negatively oriented triangles, let the angles i and i be dened as in the proof
of Theorem 2, see Fig. 4, and let the line mi=ViTi meet the diagonal or side Vi+rVi−r
of P in the point Ui, see Fig. 20. Then \TiVi+rVi= 12−i+; \ViVi−rTi= 12−i+
and hence, using the area principle, since the triangles [Vi; Vi+r ; Ti]; [Vi−r ; Vi; Ti] have
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the same base [ViTi] and their heights are proportional to jVi+rUij : jUiVi−rj,
jjVi+rUijj
jjUiVi−rjj =
jjViVi+rTijj
jjVi−rViTijj =
1
2 jjViVi+rjj  jjVi+rTijjsin (=2− i + )
1
2 jjViVi−rjj  jjVi−rTijjsin (=2− i + )
:
Therefore, since
Qn−1
i=0 jVi+rTij=
Qn−1
i=0 jVi−rTij and
Qn−1
i=0 jViVi+rj=
Qn−1
i=0 jViVi−rj, we
obtain
n−1Y
i=0
jjVi+rUijj
jjUiVi−rjj =
n−1Y
i=0
sin(=2− i + )
sin(=2− i + ) = 1: (11)
The second equality follows because the product in the middle term has the value 1.
To see this substitute i ! i − r in the numerator and recall that i−r = i. From (11)
the statement of the theorem follows using Proposition 2(a).
An exactly similar proof applies in the case in which the isosceles triangles are
positively oriented.
The properties of the medians (Theorem 4) and altitudes (Theorem 2) can be re-
garded as the limiting cases  ! 0 and =2 of Theorem 8.
8. Further examples of Pratt sequences
We have remarked on the frequent occurrence of Pratt sequences in polygon
geometry. Here we give two examples to illustrate this statement. The rst depends on
the rst transversality theorem [7, p. 190] and the second on the self-transversality
theorem [6, p. 262].
Theorem 9. Let n>5; n not a multiple of 3; and P = [V0; : : : ; Vn−1] be an n-gon.
Then if; for i = 0; 1; : : : ; n − 1; Zi = Vi−1Vi+2 \ Vi+1Vi−2 and mi = ViZi; then
(m0; m3; m6; m9; : : : ; m3(n−1)) is a Pratt sequence with associated value (−1)n.
Proof. See Fig. 21. From [7, Theorem 1] it is known that under the conditions of the
theorem, if mi meets Vi+3Vi−3 in Ui then
Qn−1
i=0 jjVi+3Uijj=jjUiVi−3jj=1. The conclusion
then follows immediately from Proposition 2(a).
Many other theorems of this kind can be constructed using the results of [7].
Theorem 10. Let n>4 be an even integer and P = [V0; : : : ; Vn−1] be a given n-gon.
Let O be any point in the plane that does not lie on a side of P; and for each
i=0; : : : ; n− 1 let Ui =ViVi+1 \Vi−1Vi−2 and ki be the line OUi. Choose any line m0
through V0 and dene W0 = k0\m0; W1 = k1\m0; dene m1 =W1V1 and W2 = k2\m1;
dene m2 = W2V2 and W3 = k3 \ m2; and so on as far as Wn−1 = kn−1 \ mn−2.
It is known [12, Corollary 2 to Theorem 2] that mn−1 =Wn−1Vn−1 passes through W0.
Then (m0; m1; : : : ; mn−1) is a Pratt sequence with associated value 1.
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In Fig. 22 we show the case n= 6.
Proof. For i=0; 1; : : : ; n−1 dene Si=Vi−1Vi \ ki. For even i consider the intersections
of the line UiUi+2 with the sides of the triangle Ti = [Wi;Wi+1; 0]. By Menelaus’
Theorem,
jjWiVijj
jjViWi+1jj 
jjWi+1Si+1jj
jjSi+1Ojj 
jjOUijj
jjUiWijj =−1:
Similarly for odd i, using the same transversal Ui+1Ui−1 and triangle Ti=[Wi;Wi+1; O],
again by Menelaus,
jjWiVijj
jjViWi+1jj 
jjWi+1Ui+1jj
jjUi+1Ojj 
jjOSijj
jjSiWijj =−1:
(In Fig. 14 the triangles T0 and T1 are shaded.) Hence, taking the product of these
equations,
n−1Y
i=0
jjWiVijj
jjViWi+1jj 
i evenY jjWi+1Si+1jj
jjSi+1Ojj 
jjOUijj
jjUiWijj 
i oddY jjWi+1Ui+1jj
jjUi+1Ojj 
jjOSijj
jjSiWijj = (−1)
n;
where the second and third products are over even i and odd i in the range O6i6n−1.
All the terms in these products cancel and we are left with
Qn−1
i=0 jjWiVijj=jjViWi+1jj=
(−1)n = 1 which shows that (m0; m1; : : : ; mn−1) is a Pratt sequence with associated
value 1.
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Many of the theorems on Pratt sequences in [12] can be used to construct cyclic
product theorems in a similar way to that used above.
9. Comments and references
It is strange that, with the exception of the n-gonal forms of the Ceva and Menelaus
theorems, the great majority of the vast number of papers that were published during
the late 19th and early 20th centuries only deal with n-gons for particular values of n
(especially n = 3; 4; 5 and 6). Theorems which apply to all n-gons are conspicuously
absent. We believe that the results given here represent the rst attempt to formulate
theorems for n-gons (n>3) analogous to those for triangles. Results such as those of
Rigby [10] apply only to very special n-gons, namely those in which the altitudes, or
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the medians, are concurrent. In this connection it is interesting to note the remark by
Chou et al. in [3, p. 99] that, at present, their prover (that is, the computer method
of proof) cannot deal with general statements about n-gons for arbitrary n, even when
it can deal satisfactorily with the corresponding statements for any given (concrete)
value of n. This highlights one of the disadvantages of using a computer to prove
geometrical theorems.
The original form of the Pratt{Kasapi theorem for convex n-gons given in the Intro-
duction was conjectured by Professor Vaughan Pratt of Stanford University in connec-
tion with a problem of nding a smooth curvature-continuous loop that passes through
the vertices of a convex n-gon, and obeys certain tangency conditions. In fact, this
application was never published. The rst proof of the theorem was given in 1988, by
Athos Kasapi who was, at that time, a student at the University of Waterloo, Canada.
This same theorem is given by Chou [2, Example 81] as an illustration of a result that
can be proved by computer using Wu’s method (which consists of manipulating a set
of polynomial equations). A computer proof of Theorem 2 which is ‘readable’, that is,
understandable by a human being, appears in Chou{Gao{Zhang [3, Example 2:66]. It
is interesting to compare that proof with the one given here. The proof using areas of
parallelograms given in the Introduction was partly inspired by an idea of Asa Parker,
a student at the University of Washington, U.S.A. It is worth noting that the general
form of the Pratt{Kasapi theorem (Corollary to Theorem 5) can also be proved using
areas of parallelograms, as in the Introduction. But in the proof, signed areas of the
parallelograms must be used.
The Pratt{Wu theorem (see Theorem 6) was also conjectured by Professor Vaughan
Pratt. Professor S.C. Chou heard of this in 1984 and mentioned it, in 1986, in a letter
to Professor W.-T. Wu, who provided a proof. Another proof of this theorem (very
unlike ours) also appears in [3, Example 2:85].
Branko Grunbaum conjectured the result of Proposition 1 (private communication)
and he veried it numerically for a number of n-gons with small values of n. The
proofs of all our theorems and propositions, which are published here for the rst
time, as well as the computer proofs given in [3], depend on one fundamental idea:
that of converting ratios of length on a line into ratios of areas. This is called the
‘area principle’ in [6], and the ‘area method’ in [3]. The origin of this idea is obscure.
According to Baptist [1] it was known to Crelle [4] as long ago as 1816.
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